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In light of the gender dynamics at the root of Daesh’s violence, gender must also be at the center of accountability. With justice for Daesh beginning, this Briefing details how Iraq’s current legal framework precludes meaningful justice for women and girls. It highlights the gender gaps in Iraq’s criminal laws and identifies opportunities for broader reform to better protect Iraqi women and girls from sexual and gender-based violence.

**INTRODUCTION**

For years the world watched in collective horror as Daesh committed brutal atrocities. Central to this violence was sexual and gender-based violence, with explicit targeting of women and girls. Daesh used rape, sexual slavery, forced marriage and torture—distinct crimes on their own as well as constituent elements of genocide, crimes against humanity and war crimes—as tools for recruitment, conversion, forced indoctrination, and the fundamental destruction of community cohesion.¹ For many, the only thing that stood in opposition to these crimes was the prospect, however far away, of justice.

Justice, however, is complex. It requires accountability, redress and a focus on preventing the recurrence of violations. Justice efforts must be independent, credible, inclusive, and accepted by impacted communities, with special respect and recognition for the dignity of victims. Importantly, and as this Briefing illustrates, it must reflect the full scope and scale of the crimes that occurred.

As the international community and the Iraqi government begin the process of holding members of Daesh accountable for their crimes, it is critical to examine the legal systems that will be responsible for these prosecutions. Prosecutions to date, which have all been conducted under Iraq’s 2005 counter-terrorism law, have failed human rights standards and do not suffice the interest of justice.

This Briefing highlights one such example—specifically how Iraq’s current laws fall far short of the requirements for justice, as they are unable to punish the most egregious of Daesh’s gender crimes. Iraq’s Penal Code is a patriarchal patchwork rooted in preexisting peacetime gender inequalities and violence.² The way and manner in which the Code defines sexual and gender-based violence crimes is steeped in language and perspectives that are inherently and overtly discriminatory against women and fall short of international standards. Any justice mechanism organized under these laws will fail to provide full accountability and redress to Daesh’s female victims.

In order to highlight these challenges, this Briefing: (i) identifies particular categories of Daesh’s gender crimes and considers how these crimes are currently codified in Iraqi law; (ii) details the gaps where Iraq’s laws do not entirely capture the ways in which Daesh committed sexual and gender-based violence; and (iii) describes international standards for defining and understanding the many facets of these crimes.

A complete reckoning with the planned and inherently gendered elements of Daesh’s violence is essential for Iraq to begin the transition out of armed conflict. These first steps of putting this history behind it must provide justice for victims, combat these victims’ marginalization, and prevent future violations against women, girls and other communities targeted on behalf of their gender.
Domestic Crimes Committed by Daesh
DOMESTIC CRIMES

The following looks at Iraq’s definitions of rape, enslavement, forced marriage, and torture as examples of how Iraq’s criminal laws collectively fail to fully define, deter, prevent, punish, and redress sexual and gender-based violence crimes. These specific crimes were chosen because: they are included in Iraq’s criminal framework, they were committed by Daesh, and there are strong international standards that shine light on a gendered understanding of the criminal conduct. To be sure, Daesh committed a litany of other sexual and gender-based crimes (including forcible impregnation, forced abortions, forced sterilization, outrages on personal dignity, and persecution) and the following is not intended to be a comprehensive analysis. Instead, it is designed to highlight the need for reform by showing the obstacles to full gender justice for Daesh crimes under existing Iraqi law.

RAPE: ACT OF RAPE

RELEVANT IRAQI LAWS

➔ Penal Code Article 393 defines rape as “sexual intercourse with a female without her consent or... buggery with any person without their consent.” There are several “aggravating circumstances,” that increase the penalty for rape, including if the victim is a minor, if the offender is a relative, guardian, or has authority over the victim, if the victim is a virgin, and if the crime is committed by multiple offenders or multiple times.3

➔ Article 394 provides lesser penalties for consensual sex with a person under 18 years old.4

GENERIC GAPS: WHAT’S LEFT OUT?

➔ Article 393 is not gender-neutral and is limited only to acts of “sexual intercourse” (vaginal intercourse)—leaving out Daesh’s serious violent and invasive sexual crimes that were beyond “sexual intercourse or buggery” (e.g. by including penetration by objects and other body parts).

➔ “Consent” is central to Iraq’s definition of rape (rape only occurs where there is a lack of consent).5 However, the term “consent” is not defined, clarified, or otherwise described anywhere in the Penal Code’s rape provision. Prosecutions on “consent” inherently focus on semantics about the victim’s words or actions and do not properly consider victims whose enslavement, age, or subjection to threats or coercive environments prevented genuine consent.6

➔ The law’s limited focus on a victim’s “consent” fails to recognize the inherent coerciveness of conflict environments.7 In Daesh captivity or under their rule, women and girls had limited autonomy, including no choice over where they were taken, to whom they were sold, or how they were treated, and had no ability to decide the conditions in which they engaged in sexual activity.8

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS

➔ Under international criminal law, rape is defined as “invad[ing] the body of a person by conduct resulting in penetration, however slight, of any part of the body of the victim or of the perpetrator with a sexual organ, or of the anal or genital opening of the victim with any object or any other part of the body.”9 This is a broader definition including various forms and types of penetration, extending beyond the Iraqi law’s narrow use of “sexual intercourse” and accounts for the full array of acts amounting to rape.10

➔ Instead of relying on “consent,” international standards define rape as being “committed by force, or by threat of force or coercion” (the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court includes examples where the victim’s “consent” might have been achieved through coercive environments, abuse of power or oppression, or where the victim is incapable of giving genuine consent).11 By emphasizing coercion over consent, international criminal law takes into account “contexts of power and culture that affect a woman’s ability to express or otherwise assert her will, as well as the inherent inequality in male-female dynamics that can render the issue of consent almost meaningless.”12

➔ A more comprehensive criminal definition of rape is necessary, especially during conflict or mass atrocities, to account for rape’s multifarious methods, purposes, contexts, individual motives, and intra-group dynamics. For example, beyond “sexual intercourse,” Daesh used rape as a tool for recruitment and to erode community cohesion.13 Criminal accountability should not be limited to an antiquated focus on sexual intercourse and consent, and should instead reflect the diverse and varied ways and reasons Daesh committed rape.
**Domestic Crimes**

**RAPE: MARRIAGE EXCEPTION TO RAPE**

**Relevant Iraqi Laws**

- Penal Code Article 398 provides that criminal actions against perpetrators of rape or sexual assault are null and void (and any sentence already passed is quashed) if the perpetrator “then lawfully marries the victim.”

- Iraq’s Constitution establishes that “all forms of violence and abuse in the family...shall be prohibited,” but Iraq does not otherwise have a comprehensive law that protects women from domestic violence. In fact, Penal Code Article 41 explicitly states no crime can occur where an act is carried out while exercising a legal right—such as where a husband “punishes” a wife.

**Gender Gaps: What’s Left Out?**

- In some cases Daesh fighters married Yazidi women and girls to avoid having to purchase them, and many survivors of Daesh captivity refer to rape as “marriage.” In other cases, women were raped when they refused to marry Daesh fighters or were forced to marry them and then subsequently raped. The full consequences of this exception depend on how Daesh’s forced “marriages” are treated by Iraqi courts, but this errant exception could potentially inoculate Daesh fighters from the thousands of rapes they committed, including in the context of forced marriages.

**International Standards**

- International law does not permit a marital exception for rape under any circumstances. Distinctions in protection from sexual violence based on marital status constitute discrimination and do not provide for full gender equality, in violation of human rights law.
Rape: Reporting Rape and Criminal Prosecution of Rape

Relevant Iraqi Laws

➤ Article 3 of the Criminal Procedure Code establishes that prosecution for rape only begins if the victim affirmatively acts. Complaints relating to rape will not be accepted more than three months after the victim “became aware of the offence or from the disappearance of any compelling excuse” which prevented the complainant’s submission of the complaint. If the victim withdraws their complaint, they “lose their right to criminal justice.”

➤ Penal Code Article 385 criminalizes “any person who has carnal knowledge of a girl to whom he is not married with her consent when she has not yet reached the age of 18.” A prosecution of this crime, however, “may only be brought on the basis of a complaint by the victim or her ancestor, descendant, brother or sister.”

Gender Gaps: What’s Left Out?

➤ Victims of rape and sexual violence may be unwilling to initiate such proceedings. In conservative societies like Iraq, women face societal barriers in reporting sexual violence crimes, including fear of retribution from, or against, family members. For example, despite Yazidi spiritual leader Baba Sheik calling on members of the Yazidi community not to punish or ostracize victims of sexual violence, reports indicate that the stigma remains and survivors keep abuses secret from their families out of concern for the negative consequences, such as honor killings.

➤ Further, women and girls in Daesh-controlled territory were brought to houses, sometimes by the hundreds, and group-by-group taken for rape. The sheer volume of rape occurring at the hands of Daesh, coupled with the fact that many victims do not know and have no way of identifying their rapists, means that victim-initiated complaints are next to impossible in practice.

International Standards

➤ International standards do not require victim initiation or participation for prosecution of rape or sexual violence. Such provisions can cause survivors of sexual violence to relive or confront their trauma in forced and highly destructive ways. They presuppose what women’s responses to such violence should be and negatively affect women’s rights to equality before the law, fair trial and effective remedy. For these reasons, such requirements should not be any part of accountability for rape generally and must not be a feature when holding Daesh accountable.
DOMESTIC CRIMES

ENSLAVEMENT AND SEXUAL SLAVERY

RELEVANT IRAQI LAWS

⇒ Slavery is prohibited by Iraq’s 2005 Constitution, but is not defined, described or otherwise legislated in Iraq’s Penal Code.31

⇒ Iraq has criminalized human trafficking and kidnapping. To be considered “human trafficking” a person must act “in order to sell and exploit the trafficked individual.”32 Kidnapping requires “seiz[ing], detain[ing], or depriv[ing] a person of his liberty. . . .”33 Both crimes include increased penalties and/or aggravating circumstances if carried out in a particular manner.34

⇒ Iraq has not specifically outlawed sexual slavery. Penal Code Article 423 notes that sexual intercourse with a kidnapped woman over the age of 18 is punishable by death. There is no parallel provision for male victims, or for female victims under the age of 18.

GENDER GAPS: WHAT’S LEFT OUT?

⇒ Yazidi women and girls were considered “spoils of war” and were systemically forced into slavery.35 While Daesh’s sexual slavery system has primarily targeted Yazidis, other ethnic and religious minority groups have also been held in captivity and subjected to sexual slavery.36 Prosecuting only kidnapping or trafficking fails to accurately capture Daesh’s brutal assertion of ownership, control, and its attempt to dehumanize women and girls.37 It misses the deprivation of autonomy that distinguishes slavery from kidnapping or detention.38

⇒ Because Iraq’s human trafficking law requires conduct undertaken “in order to” sell and exploit, cases where Daesh fighters “gifted” or otherwise exchanged women and girls without a monetary transaction do not fit within the law.39

⇒ Iraq has no separate provisions outlawing trafficking or kidnapping when it is specifically sexual in nature. While Article 423 includes the aggravating factor of “sexual intercourse,” this provision excludes other forms of sexual violence—such as forced body searches, examinations by gynecologists to determine virginity, or other forms of sexual assault that fall short of intercourse.40 Finally, Article 423 is not extended to male victims or to female victims under 18 years of age (a significant proportion of Daesh’s slaves).41

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS

⇒ International criminal law prohibits both “enslavement” and “sexual slavery.”42

⇒ “Enslavement” is characterized by the perpetrator “exercis[ing] any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership over one or more persons, such as purchasing, selling, lending or bartering such a person or persons, or by imposing on them a similar deprivation of liberty.”43 This definition is intentionally broad to include acts exerting control beyond just “selling” or “exploiting” in order to capture the many ways slavery may be conducted.

⇒ To be considered “sexual slavery” the perpetrator must also cause the victim to engage in one or more acts of a sexual nature. This definition is inclusive of a variety of sexual activities, going far beyond a narrow conception of “sexual intercourse.” It is also gender neutral and not age-specific.

⇒ Granting sexual slavery status as a crime unto itself is critical to full gender justice as it underscores the unique limitations on one’s autonomy to decide matters relating to sexual activity. This is precisely what Daesh did, for which it must be held accountable.
Relevant Iraqi Laws

- Article 9 of Iraq’s Personal Status Law criminalizes forced marriage: “no relative or non-relative has the right to force marriage on any person, whether male or female, without their consent.”

- Where there has been a forced marriage, either a specialized “personal status” court or the victim must refer the case to criminal justice authorities.

- Article 9 further establishes that “[t]he contract of a forced marriage is considered void if the marriage is not yet consummated.” However, the law does not automatically void marriages that have been consummated.

Gender Gaps: What’s Left Out?

- Article 9 does not define the types of actions that constitute marriage by “force” (e.g. by threats of violence) or the types of “consent” that are considered invalid (e.g. under duress). As such, the law is vague and does not fully account for the ways by which women and girls were systemically and en masse forced or otherwise coerced into marriages with Daesh fighters. This gap is a particular risk as Iraq continues to prosecute people for “membership or support” of a terrorist organization, potentially including women and girls whose only “membership or support” of Daesh was having been forcibly married to a Daesh fighter.

- Personal status courts and victims are ill-equipped to make referrals about forced marriage to law enforcement. Iraq is a conservative society and marital courts are likely enmeshed in patriarchal and narrow conceptions of women’s autonomy and role in society. For example, under Iraqi law husbands are entitled by right to “punish” their wives. Additionally, victims of forced marriage are often unable or unwilling to risk reporting to the authorities for fear of reprisal.

- Although forced marriage is prohibited, the government makes few efforts to enforce the law, and traditional forced marriages of girls continue, especially in rural and Daesh-controlled areas.

International Standards

- Forced marriage is not specifically described within international criminal law, but has been prosecuted as the crime against humanity of an “inhumane act,” which requires “great suffering, or serious injury to body or to mental or physical health.”

- International human rights law also protects the right to marry freely, and that women’s “right to choose when, if, and whom she will marry must be protected and enforced by law.”

- Specifically criminalizing and punishing forced marriage recognizes the suffering and injury inflicted upon victims in forced marriages as distinct from that of sexual slavery, since victims are forced to perform additional non-sexual duties and may suffer additional consequences if they are thought to have breached their exclusive relationship with the perpetrator. It recognizes and may help to negate the long-term stigmatization that victims can endure in being associated with perpetrators. These consequences have already been reported in Iraq, where communities have sought to expel family members or those perceived to be associated with Daesh. As such, any criminal accountability occurring in Iraq should explicitly include punishment for forced marriage.
DOMESTIC CRIMES

TORTURE AND CRUEL, INHUMAN OR DEGRADING TREATMENT

RELEVANT IRAQI LAWS

- Article 37 of the 2005 Constitution prohibits “all forms of psychological and physical torture and inhumane treatment,” barring confessions obtained under torture and ensuring victims’ right to seek compensation for “material and moral damages incurred.”

- Both the Iraq Criminal Procedure Code and the Penal Code prohibit the use of torture “and other illegal methods” to obtain confessions or admissions, when used by public officials.

- Iraq’s Penal Code outlaws cruel treatment, defining it as treatment by a public official that causes a loss of dignity or physical pain.

GENERIC GAPS: WHAT’S LEFT OUT?

- None of Iraq’s laws on torture define the types of conduct that constitute torture—they merely contain declarations that “torture” is prohibited. Accordingly, there is no clarity on what constitutes “torture” under Iraqi law. In other jurisdictions, this has meant that sexual and gender-based violence is not included in the list of crimes that constitute “torture.”

- These laws improperly link “torture” to admissions or confessions, inferring conduct occurring in interrogations or similar settings. Such a narrow linkage overlooks the tortuous acts women and girls faced at the hands of Daesh and that were not conducted to obtain confessions—namely brutal and unrelenting sexual violence, forced marriages, forced pregnancies, forced abortions, forced religious conversions, threats and physical beatings.

- Iraqi law generally limits perpetrators of torture to public officials, leaving out situations where torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment is carried out by private actors but prompted, asked for, or otherwise enabled by public officials. For example, in Daesh captivity women and girls suffered indescribable physical and mental trauma at the hands of private actors. They were utterly stripped of human dignity and autonomy, having no choice over where they were taken, to whom they were sold, how they were treated, whether to engage in sexual activity, and what happened to their children.

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS

- The Convention against Torture, to which Iraq is a party, defines torture as: “any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third party, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity.”

- This definition covers specific and sufficiently broad conduct to capture the various means and ways torture is actually carried out. It acknowledges that torture can be physical or mental, that it can be performed because of discrimination, and that it can be done because of the mere acquiescence of a public official. This breadth allows for the gendered harms perpetrated by Daesh, including rape, sexual assault, trafficking, slavery, forced and child marriage, to be fully captured—and is therefore essential to ensuring full gender justice for Daesh crimes.
INTERNATIONAL CRIMES COMMITTED BY DAESH
INTERNATIONAL CRIMES

The broad-based and systematic nature of Daesh’s violence elevated their crimes beyond the traditional domestic framework and into international concern. International crimes are those acts that the global community finds particularly egregious, capable of producing wide-scale harm, and are multi-jurisdictional in nature. There are numerous “international crimes”—such as terrorism, drug trafficking, and piracy—but the following addresses the core international atrocity crimes of genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes, all of which Daesh committed and none of which Iraq has formally outlawed.

GENOCIDE

RELEVANT IRAQI LAWS

→ Iraq has no domestic law prohibiting or punishing genocide. Neither does it have criminal prohibitions or any other law that encapsulates attempts or acts aimed at destroying based on identity.

→ Iraq is a party to the Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, but has not complied with its treaty obligations to make genocide a crime in the Iraqi Penal Code.

GENDER GAPS: WHAT’S LEFT OUT?

→ The absence of a law criminalizing genocide means that the specific nature of Daesh’s intent to destroy the Yazidis will not, and indeed cannot, be punished. There will be no accountability for the fact that Daesh intentionally targeted Yazidis for destruction with acts including killing, rape, forcible transfer, and enslavement.

→ Failing to investigate and prosecute genocide as a distinct crime with specific gendered harms misses an opportunity to build a complete historical record, honor the experiences of victims, and ensure full accountability for Daesh’s criminality.

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS

→ Genocide is defined as: “any of the following acts committed with intent to destroy, in whole or in part, a national, ethnical, racial or religious group, as such:

   a. Killing members of the group;

   b. Causing serious bodily or mental harm to members of the group;

   c. Deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part;

   d. Imposing measures intended to prevent births within the group;

   e. Forcibly transferring children of the group to another group.”

→ This definition specifically designates that intending to destroy a group, as such, is central to genocide. Additionally, the acts that can amount to genocide are broad enough to not foreclose any method a group like Daesh may adopt in their attempts. Indeed, in the landmark case of Prosecutor v. Akayesu, it was established that rape and sexual violence can constitute acts of genocide.

→ Genocide is also a crime under treaty and customary international law, which imposes obligations on governments and international entities to prevent, suppress and punish its commission. This means the government of Iraq, other states and international entities are required to take all measures reasonably within their means to punish the sexual and gender-based crimes committed in furtherance of Daesh’s genocide, and the failure to do so violates their international obligations.
INTERNATIONAL CRIMES
CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY

RELEVANT IRAQI LAWS

→ Iraq does not have domestic legislation penalizing crimes against humanity.71

GENDER GAPS: WHAT’S LEFT OUT?

→ The specific prohibition of “crimes against humanity” is intended to name and criminalize conduct that is viewed as an attack on the very quality of being human.72 Indeed, “the crime is so heinous that it is an attack not just upon the immediate victims, but also against all humanity, and hence the entire community of humankind has an interest in its punishment.”73 Central to this crime is the widespread and systematic nature of the perpetrator’s conduct. Daesh crimes fall squarely within this definition. They took place over a massive yet precise geographical spread. Starting in Sinjar, Daesh’s crimes against the Yazidis soon spread to large areas of northwest Iraq and Syria.74 At the time of the Sinjar attack the enslavement of Yazidi women and girls was predetermined and “organized [with] acts of violence committed in a near-identical manner by fighters across Sinjar and later, across [Daesh]-controlled areas of Syria and Iraq.”75

→ Without a dedicated law, Iraq is incapable of punishing, stigmatizing, or memorializing the egregious systemization and scale of crimes Daesh committed, not only against individuals but the community as a whole.

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS

→ Crimes against humanity are acts that have been “committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack directed against any civilian population, with knowledge of the attack,” including murder, extermination, enslavement, deportation or forcible transfer of population, imprisonment or other severe deprivation of physical liberty, torture, rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, forced pregnancy, enforced sterilization, sexual violence, persecution, enforced disappearance of persons, apartheid, and other inhumane acts.76 Such an “attack” must also be “pursuant to or in furtherance of a State or organizational policy to commit such attack.”77

→ Crimes against humanity need not take place only during conflict and may also occur during peacetime.78

→ This definition fully embraces and accounts for the particular atrocities humans are liable to commit unto one another. It properly accounts for organized, widespread, or systemic attacks that stand outside the purview of Iraq’s Penal Code.

→ The efficiency and uniform manner in which Daesh committed its sexual and gender-based violence are central to its criminality, and therefore must be accounted for in Iraq’s efforts at justice.
Relevant Iraqi Laws

- Iraq does not have domestic legislation penalizing war crimes.
- Iraq is a party to the four Geneva Conventions of 1949 and Additional Protocol I of 1977, and accordingly has international obligations to criminalize and hold accountable war criminals—obligations that are unfulfilled as long as the Iraqi Penal Code does not specifically incorporate and penalize war crimes.

Gender Gaps: What’s Left Out?

- Without special protections, the fact that Daesh engaged in and carried out their atrocities under the unique legal circumstances brought on by war will not be specially punished.
- Indeed, dedicated laws are required to protect civilians from death, rape, torture or any other intentional harms that accompany armed conflict. International humanitarian law—the body of law establishing the obligation to penalize war crimes—specifically seeks to regulate the means and methods of warfare in order to minimize suffering and protect persons who are not actively involved in hostilities, including civilians.

International Standards

- International humanitarian law and the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court delineate many acts that may constitute a war crime—a central feature of which is that the act is committed in the context of, and with the perpetrator’s awareness of, an armed conflict.
- Still, although the violence and harm created by acts of gender-based and sexual violence and discrimination can factually fall under many war crimes provisions, the Rome Statute “explicitly recognises rape, sexual slavery, enforced prostitution, forced pregnancy, enforced sterilisation, and other forms of sexual violence as distinct types of war crimes.”
- One reason there are so many enumerated war crimes in the Rome Statute is because protecting civilians during armed conflict is one of international law’s most fundamental legal obligations. In fact, under the Geneva Conventions of 1949, Iraq has legal obligations to pass legislation prohibiting and punishing war crimes—obligations to which Iraq is currently in violation.
- Throughout history, wartime sexual violence has been widespread and often viewed as an unavoidable consequence of armed conflict. Iraq must not fail to prosecute Daesh’s sexual and gender-based crimes for what they were: war crimes.
**CONCLUSION**

Iraq needs fundamental legal reform in order to achieve justice for Daesh’s victims, and more broadly and further afield for the people of Iraq. As currently codified, its criminal laws do not punish the most egregious aspects of Daesh’s sexual and gender-based violence. If prosecuted under these laws, basic features of Daesh’s crimes will go unpunished, such as rape with objects, sexual slavery, forced marriage, and gender-motivated torture, as well as the international atrocity crimes of genocide, crimes against humanity, and war crimes.

Admittedly, no single law or court judgment alone can remedy the consequences of Daesh’s sexual violence or undo negative gender attitudes. Complete gender justice is going to take a fully transformative agenda with actors at the local, regional and international level finally recognizing, redressing and remedying the gender-based discrimination that underlies the treatment of women and girls.

There is an opportunity now to begin this process in Iraq. In developing the mechanism that will ultimately hold Daesh accountable, Iraq can embrace accountability and redress that aim to achieve gender justice. This would entail criminal prosecutions (under international standards of sexual and gender-based crimes), truth-seeking (into causes and impacts of sexual and gender-based violence in Iraq and areas once under Daesh control), reparations (individual and collective; material and symbolic), and reform (of domestic criminal laws and of the police and judiciary).  

Of course, such ambitious objectives will require ambitious actions. As the global focus shifts to Daesh accountability—and in particular to the UN’s Investigative Team created to aid Iraq in achieving justice—the time for action is now. By intentionally including the experiences of Daesh’s victims of sexual and gender-based violence in accountability, Iraq can start a new path forward in providing access to justice for all Iraq’s women, girls, and others targeted for their gender.
Global Justice Center: HUMAN RIGHTS THROUGH RULE OF LAW

ENDENOTES
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where a woman consented to the marriage, the matrimonial contract could be confirmed subsequently in the federal court if needed; this would serve not to recognize ISIL as an entity that had originally endorsed the contract, but rather to recognize the contract of marriage between two consenting adults in the presence of two witnesses under Iraqi law. . . . Where a woman was forced to marry a member of ISIL against her will, even where a marriage contract was signed, such a contract would not be valid unless it was consummated by sexual intercourse. If the marriage was consummated, the contract could be annulled by a federal civil court under article 16 of the Personal Status Law of 1917. In this case, the
woman could have the marriage contract confirmed by a civil court, register any children born pursuant to that contract, and then have the contract annulled in a second subsequent court case.
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